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ABOARD THE USS JOHN C STEN-
NIS: US Defense Secretary Ashton
Carter visited a warship close to
flashpoint waters of the South China
Sea yesterday, as Beijing reacted
defiantly to an American military
build-up in the area. Carter’s trip to
the USS John C Stennis was the latest
effort by the United States to show
its commitment to maintaining secu-
rity in the hotly contested waters,
where China has rattled nerves by
building artificial islands on islets and
reefs claimed by some of its
Southeast Asian neighbors. “It is a
message to the region that the US
intends to continue to play a role in
keeping peace and stability in this
region,” Carter told reporters aboard
the warship, a nuclear-powered carri-
er that can carry about 75 planes and
helicopters.

Before flying from Manila to visit
the ship, Carter emphasized the
United States would support the
Philippines and other allies as they
faced “coercion and intimidation”.
“We will continue to stand up for our

safety and freedoms, for those of our
friends and allies, and for the values,
principles, and rules-based order that
has benefited so many for so long,”
Carter said at a closing ceremony for
annual US-Philippine war games. The
roughly two-hour visit to the Stennis

came after Carter announced on
Thursday that the United States had
launched joint naval patrols with the
Philippines in the sea, as he spoke of
growing concern about China’s “land
reclamation” and “militarization” of
the region. He also said the United

States would deploy hundreds of
troops, as well as warplanes, to the
Philippines. China claims nearly all of
the strategically vital sea, even waters
close to its Southeast Asian neigh-
bors, and has in recent years created
the islands in an effort to assert what
it insists are its sovereign rights.

The Philippines, Vietnam,
Malaysia, Brunei and Taiwan also
have overlapping claims to parts of
the sea, which is home to some of
the world’s most important shipping
lanes and is believed to sit atop vast
oil reserves. China has constructed
the islands on reefs in the Spratlys
archipelago, which are close to the
Philippines and Malaysia, as well as
airstrips capable of accommodating
military aircraft.

China in 2012 also took control of a
rich fishing shoal just 220 km from the
main Philippine landmass. The shoal is
650 km from China’s nearest major
landmass. Carter visited the Stennis
after making a short flight to the carri-
er from a military base on the south-
western Philippine island of Palawan,

which is the closest landmass to the
Spratlys. During his time aboard the
ship, Carter saw the launching and
landing of F/A 18 “Hornet” fighter jets.

Rear Admiral Ron Boxall, com-
mander of the carrier group with
responsibility for the Stennis, said one
or two Chinese vessels had been fol-
lowing the carrier but there had been
no tensions. “They have been operat-
ing very professionally,” Boxall said.

In Beijing, China reacted defiant-
ly to Thursday’s announcement of
the joint patrols and US deploy-
ments to the Philippines, with its
defence ministry warning the mili-
tary would protect the nation’s terri-
tory. “US-Philippine joint patrols in
the South China Sea promote
regional militarization and under-
mine regional peace and stability,”
said a Chinese defence ministry
statement released late Thursday.
“The Chinese military will pay very
close attention to related develop-
ments, and firmly safeguard China’s
territorial sovereignty and maritime
rights and interests”. — AFP 
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QUEZON CITY: US Defense Secretary Ashton Carter (center) links
arms with Philippines’Foreign Secretary Jose Almendras (left) and
Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin during the closing ceremony of
the US-Philippines annual joint military exercise at Camp Aguinaldo
in suburban Manila yesterday. — AFP 

SEOUL: North Korea tried and failed yes-
terday to test-fire what appeared to be a
medium-range missile on the birthday
of founding leader Kim Il-Sung, the
United States said, denouncing the
move as another needless provocation.
The missile disappeared from surveil-
lance radar a few seconds after its
launch and is believed to have exploded
midair, according to a Seoul intelligence
official quoted by Yonhap news agency.
There had been widespread intelligence
reports in recent days that the North
was preparing for the first-ever flight
test of its Musudan missile, which is
believed to be capable of striking US
bases on the Pacific island of Guam.

The US and South Korean militaries
both detected and tracked the early
morning test. A US defence official said
the missile was “presumably” a
Musudan. On board a US aircraft carrier
in the South China Sea as part of a
regional tour, US Defence Secretary
Ashton Carter hit out at North Korea for
raising tensions. “The North Korean mis-
sile launch, which we assessed was
unsuccessful, was nevertheless another
provocation by North Korea in a region
that doesn’t need that kind of behavior,”
Carter told reporters. The April 15 birth-
day of Kim Il-Sung - the grandfather of
current ruler Kim Jong-Un - is a major
public holiday in North Korea, where key
political anniversaries are often marked
with displays of military muscle.

The country is also gearing up for a
rare and much-hyped ruling party con-
gress next month, at which Kim Jong-Un
is expected to take credit for pushing
the country’s nuclear weapons program
to new heights. Pyongyang has hailed a
series of achievements in recent
months, including miniaturizing a
nuclear warhead to fit on a missile,

developing a warhead that can with-
stand atmospheric re-entry, and build-
ing a solid-fuel missile engine. Last
week, it said it had successfully tested an
engine designed for an inter-continental
ballistic missile (ICBM) that would “guar-
antee” an eventual nuclear strike on the
US mainland.

Scepticism Abounds  
Outside experts have treated a num-

ber of the claims with scepticism, while
acknowledging that the North’s nuclear
and ballistic missile programs have both
made significant strides. If Friday’s failure
is confirmed as a Musudan test, it would
mark a very unwelcome public failure
and fuel doubts about just how far the
North has gone in developing a reliable
nuclear delivery system. “We are moni-
toring and continuing to assess the situ-

ation,” another US official said, calling on
North Korea to “refrain from actions that
further raise tensions in the region.”

Anxiety has been high on the divided
Korean peninsula since Pyongyang con-
ducted its fourth nuclear test in January
and a rocket launch a month later that
was widely seen as a disguised ballistic
missile test. The UN Security Council
responded with its toughest sanctions to
date, angering the North, which has
since made repeated threats of attacks
targeting the South and the US. Existing
UN resolutions forbid North Korea from
the use of any ballistic missile-related
technology. But the North has defied the
sanctions by test-firing nearly 20 short-
or mid-range missiles off its east coast
since early March, in a show of force
against the South-US joint army drill that
kicked off in the same month. — AFP
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PAJU: South Korean conservative activists display banners showing a caricature
of North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un as police block the activists attempting to
launch anti-North Korea balloons in this border city yesterday. — AFP 

KUALA LUMPUR: Saudi Arabia has for the first time publicly
confirmed Malaysia’s claim that $681 million in Prime Minister
Najib Razak’s bank accounts was a donation from the Saudi
royal family, countering accusations that the money was
siphoned from heavily indebted state investment fund 1MDB.
Saudi Arabian Foreign Minister Adel Al-Jubeir called the mon-
ey a “genuine donation” in comments Thursday to Malaysian
reporters in Istanbul after a meeting with Najib. 

Yesterday, Malaysia’s foreign ministry provided a video
clip of Jubeir’s comments, which Najib’s office said vindicate
the prime minister, who has faced months of pressure to
resign from critics including former Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohamad. “It is a genuine donation with nothing expected in

return. And we are also fully
aware that the attorney gener-
al of Malaysia has thoroughly
investigated the matter and
found no wrongdoing,” Jubeir
said. “So, as far as we are con-
cerned, the matter is closed.”
He didn’t give details on who
donated the money or why.

When the attorney general
cleared Najib in January, he
said the $681 million was a
donation from Saudi’s royal

family and that Najib had returned most of it. The explanation
was met with widespread skepticism. “This confirms what the
prime minister maintained all along, and what multiple lawful
authorities concluded after exhaustive investigations,”
Tengku Sarifuddin, Najib’s press secretary, said in a state-
ment. “This also proves that the wild allegations pushed by
Mahathir and his anti-Najib campaign are completely false.”

Mahathir Mohamad, who stepped down in 2003 after 21
years in power, has been a fierce critic of Najib, alleging that he
was corrupt and should resign. Saudi’s confirmation may ease
pressure on Najib, but he still grapples with controversy over
massive debts in 1MDB, which he started in 2009. A Malaysian
parliamentary inquiry this month found massive unexplained
payments and called for a police probe of the fund’s former
head. The inquiry said 1MDB lacked sufficient documentation
to explain a payment of at least $3.5 billion. It said the fund’s
debts ballooned from 5 billion ringgit ($1.3 billion) in 2009 to
50 billion ringgit ($12.8 billion) this January. — AP
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